FACTORY CONTROL AT 40% 60% AND 100%.

INITIATE WHEN WATER IS ABOVE 28°C.

P-Co.435 - HEATING/COOLING, WITH SPEED CONTROLLER TO

DYNAMIC CONTROLLER (DPC) WITH FOLLOWING OPTIONS:

- OPTIONS
- ON GRILLE SHOWN FOR CLARITY
- COLOUR OF THE TRENCH IS RAL 7024
- CONTROL SPEED OF ACTUATORS 0-10VDC
- CLAMP CONNECTION FOR 24VDC ELECTRICAL CONNECTION.
- WORKING PRESSURE 10BAR
- HEATING ELEMENTS FACTORY TESTED TO 2BAR, MAXIMUM
- 4 X 1/2" STAINLESS STEEL HOSES INCLUDED.
- ONE SIDE 4 PIPE CONNECTION ON THE LEFT
- ALL ACTIVE UNITS OF 800MM, 1000MM, 1600MM, 1800MM.

ALL JAGA CLIMA QUATRO CANAL HEATING/COOLING COMES

LENGTH

1800mm
1600mm
1100mm
800mm